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Identifying pronouns in a sentence worksheet

Part 1: Rewrite each sentence. Change the underlined noun to noun. Part 2: The pronoun in each sentence. Garden to third grade This worksheet includes 4 tasks. First, students define the word object alias. Then they circle pronouns in sentences. After that, they write a sentence with two
pronouns. Finally, they explain why a noun is incorrect in a given sentence. Fourth Grade Part 1: Match each set of words on the left with the appropriate alias on the right. Part 2: Replace the underlined words with an alias.1 and 2 classes circle the relative alias in each sentence. Just shut
up the noun he changed. He then drew two lines under the title section.4 to 8 classes for each pair of sentences, encompassing the noun in the second sentence. Then find the noun it replaces with the first sentence.1 and 2 classes rewrite each sentence below, replacing the underlined
noun with a truer shape of the word. In each sentence, same as the foreground of the bold word. Write it on the line. Write S in a line if the underlined word is based on a subject. Write O in a row if it is object-based. Rewrite the second sentence in each pair, using a more specific word to
give it greater meaning. Write a sentence that uses each noun as a subject or object, as specified. Now write a sentence that uses each of the following forms of words correctly, as a subject, or as a subject. These guys first steal the words whole meaning and then it goes as far as trying to
bury them in sentences. Complete each sentence in a revised word form. Highlight the error in each sentence. Write the correct word in a line. Then use each of the following words in the sentence. Select a word from the box to take the place of the subject word in each sentence. Use the
right column to correctly complete the sentences on the right side of the paper. Is the missing word in each sentence used as a subject or a subject? Write the correct word in a line. What is the right use? There's something wrong here. Write the right word in a line. First find the word and
then jump to a new word for the best use of the purpose of writing. Rewrite each sentence below, replacing the underlined noun with a noun. Then determine whether this word is being used as a subject or subject? Finish by writing the recited word there. Rewrite the second sentence in
each group, replacing the subject with crazy other words. Here are two worksheets of aliases for elementary and middle school grades. They will cover the recognition of body pronouns and their various functions under the grammatical rules. Students can identify which form of alias should
be used in different sentences. Cat Mama takes good care of her kitten. Pronouns include me, me, him, him, her, her, us, them, us, and them. You can tell which object alias to use depending on whether the object alias is the subject or object of the sentence. Complete the following
sentences by writing the words separately Of paper. Fill in the blanks with me or me. Mom went to school and today._____ to get that chocolate cake. Everyone's happy for _____ When I get home, I'll go to sleep. Will it be a gift for _____ fill in the blanks with her or with her. Harry wrote a
love song for ______________ went to the movies with Miguel.Debbie had a headache, so ____ took medication. Did you tell the good news? The book was very enjoyable for _____ . Fill in the blanks with him or him. Randy's sister refused to let the paper. When he fell out of the tree, he
broke his arm. Sam told you why you didn't come to the party? Ask Hagop what we should bring for _____ I told about the celebration. Fill in the blanks with us or us. She can't come up with _____ today. After _____ eat, let's see a movie.Come in and tell _____ the news! I know where I
can go. Dad came with ______ to buy school supplies. Everyone knows they spilled the beans. If the peaches aren't ripe, don't buy ______ take off your shoes and put _____ closet._____ your best friends. Will and Tom would like to drive the car. Watch and download PDF A. I, I, I, meB.
She, she, she, she, her, herC. Him, him, him, him, him, him. We, we, we, we, usa. They, they, they, they, pronouns get a little more complicated in middle school. Older students can focus on possessive pronouns, which include mine, his, hers, yours, ours, and theirs. For another challenge,
bring the right use in the independent form of these pronouns (mine, his, hers, hers, yours, ours, ours and theirs). Write the correct property alias on a separate sheet of paper. Did you finish your homework? Eduardo's looking for a backpack. I thought it was a car, but Sarah told me it was a
car. The TV has a scratch on the ____ screen. Neighbors put on _____ Christmas lights early year._____ family values honesty and kindness. Shauna and boyfriend go to prom together._____ always told me to believe in myself. Did you get Harrison a birthday present? Mom's cat takes
good care of kittens. Write the standalone possessive alias on a separate sheet of paper. You can order whatever you want. The choice is _____ all my friends love to cook. Cooking is a favorite ______ activity. My brother and I bought a car together to share, so this _____ candy belongs
to Sarah. It did._ I bought the food, so it _____ write the appropriate alias on a separate sheet of paper. Is that (yours, yours, you)wallet? During (theirs, theirs, there is) rule, the king and queen were fair and just. You want to share a salad with me? See if the neighbors can help us cut (our,
ours, we) wood. Ask Carlos for his phone number. Don't touch (my, my) phone; It's (mine, mine). Known cats (theirs, theirs, have) agility. My painting doesn't compare (yours, yours, you). If (yours, yours, you) mom says yes, you can come to my party. Baseball Team (Theirs, theirs, they' re)
a trophy in the locker room. What did your sister say about her job interview, hers? I don't want to share (we, ours, ours) work with the other team because it 's (us, ours, ours). You left (yours, yours, you) keys here. Some friends of theirs, theirs, have) are spending the weekend. Is this my
blue jacket or (yours, yours, you)? Watch and download your PDF A. , His, Mine/ Her, Ours, Her, Mine, His, herB. Yours, theirs, ours, hers, mine, mine. Yours, theirs, mine, mine, theirs, yours, theirs, hers, ours/ours, yours, theirs, understanding pronouns is an important part of learning parts
of speech. Once you know how to replace the noun with the right nouns, you're on your way to writing more clearly. For more alias practice, check out some thorough practice sheets that focus on possessive pronouns. Select the answer selection that identifies an object alias in each
sentence.1. John and I went to an art exhibition together.2. That information was confidential between me and Catherine. But I thought you gave them those things yesterday. Between the two, the young cat is my male, and female tortoise is older.5. The policies of the big banks seem
unfair to us customers.6. Something about the arrangement didn't seem right to her. Going to a concert together was more fun for Renee and Nie than any of us go alone.8. Kevin told me he wanted to be a nurse his whole life. Sheila and the rest were members of the same club.10. What
did you think was going to happen when you did that? Answers – Identify pronouns1. C: I am a one-of-a-kind personal nickname, subjective case. Pronouns are words that can be used instead of object words. John (a) is there hence a proper noun. And (b) is a connection connecting John
and I. Art (D) in this sentence is an adjective that changes the noun to an exhibition. 2. D: I am a single personal pronoun in the first person, an objective case, meaning it is used when the noun is an object. (I'm used when the alias is the subject.) Here is the object of the word (C). This (a)
is an adjective that changes the noun information. Was (b) is a past tongue of the verb to be. 3. D: They are a plural personal nickname, an objective case. Here it is the indirect object of the l. But (a) is a connection. Nathan (b) is a past tongue of the verb to give. Ella (c) is a protester
adjective in many that changes the noun things. 4.C: Mine is the possessive form of a single first person alias. This is where it changes the noun Tabby. Between (a) is a bylying word that shows a place and changing the two. Younger (b) is a comparative adjective that changes the noun
cat. He (d) is at the current time of the linking verb/copula to be. Her first show completes the noun tabby and the second by the comparative adjective Older. 5.B: We are the first person in many personal Objective case. This is the verb's indirect object seen here. Large (a) is an adjective
that changes the name of the possessive noun Banks. It seems (c) he is acting, plural in the present tense. To (D) is a the thedeal that connects unfair looks (verb and adjective) with us. 6. A: It is the unique female personal bone designation in the third person, an objective case. This is the
indirect object of the L-thy word. Made (b) is a past tongue of do, used here as an auxiliary worker and predicate worker to look at. The (C) is a definite article that changed the noun to order. No (D) is a degree that the verb's resective verb will see. 7.B: I am a single personal pronoun, an
objective case. This is an indirect object of the relational for. Renee (a) is there so he is a worthy noun. Going (c) is grund of the verb to go and is the subject of the trial. Together (D) is a verb title that specifies how. C: His is a single possessive personal nickname. It changes the noun of life.
Kevin (a) is a name so he's a suitable noun. This (b) is a subordinate combination that shows the section that he wanted to be a nurse all his life, depending on the independent clause Kevin told me. Sister (D) is a noun.9. D: They are a plural nickname in the third person, an objective case.
That's the object of the cross-word. Rest (a) is a noun. There were (b) he plurally in the verb's past parlance to be, linking many sea friends. Club (C) is a noun.10. A: You are the second person's nickname. It serves as both unique and plural. This is the subject of this sentence and also the
subject of the hanging section when you did it, which is presented by a title that is subordinate to Matthew (D). To think (b) he's running. Was (c) he is an auxiliary worker who helps the worker happen. It's happening.
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